We tackle the problem of unsupervised object cosegmentation combining automatic image selection, cosegmentation, and knowledge transfer to yet unlabelled images. Furthermore, we overcome the limitations often present in state-of-the-art methods in object cosegmentation, namely, high complexity and poor scalability w.r.t. image set size. Our proposed approach is robust, reasonably fast, and scales linearly w.r.t. the image set size. We tested our approach on two commonly used cosegmentation data sets and outperformed some of the state-of-the-art methods using significantly less information than possible. Additionally, results indicate the applicability of our approach on larger image sets.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems in image analysis is object segmentation or the slightly more restrictive figure/ ground separation. The task is to label image pixels according to high-level derived meaningful contents and partitioning it into two distinct but semantically meaningful parts. However, answering the question whether or not a region of an image is indeed semantically meaningful for an observer or any other receiving entity and, hence, belongs to the object in question, is often a hard task.
Usually, computational models for object segmentation have to be carefully tuned and optimized for the objects or the object classes that are relevant for a certain domain. Therefore, when developing a specific object segmentation system one tends to consolidate object class relevant information and integrate it, manually or in a supervised learning setting, into a complex and object class dependent model. Additionally, one can address object segmentation using only intra image (or single source) information, thus, only image intrinsic information is used to separate an object from the rest of the image (e.g., using edge based segmentation methods and incorporating spatial coherence of an object's pixels). While this approach is object class independent as no prior information about specific objects is used to derive a model for segmentation, it is prone to errors since a model for a general object segmentation is created indirectly. Thus, general information of how we expect objects to be represented within an image is introduced either way. While many approaches learn object class specific segmentation and detection models, e.g., with a ground truth segmented training set representing the most prominent object features, an interesting question to ask is whether it is possible to segment objects only by example images without any prior knowledge about the specific object class.
Cosegmentation
Given that one does not have any information about the object in question the idea is to exploit inter image information, thus, aggregating information from a pair or a set of images, combined with holistic assumptions of how all or at least most of the objects are represented in images (e.g., spatial coherence, smooth edges, or shared features of object intrinsic neighbouring regions). Rother et al. (Rother et al., 2006) were among the first trying to enhance object segmentation quality based on exemplary images containing a common object. They defined cosegmentation as the task of "segmenting simultaneously the common parts of an image pair". Later on, the rather unrestricted definition of the common was refined into the common object(s) (Vicente et al., 2011) .
During the last years, cosegmentation has received more and more attention in the computer vision and machine learning community and a vast amount of different approaches were proposed. Many of the existing approaches (e.g., (Rother et al., 2006; Vicente et al., 2010; Mukherjee et al., 2009; Hochbaum and Singh, 2009) ) are based on MRFs (Markov Random Fields) and do have computationally high complexity. It was soon extended to segmenting commonalities among image sets instead of image pairs. However, while the first approach of segmenting the common of an image pair implicitly stresses rather hard assumptions on the image pair used (i.e., the shared object on both of the images should be "very similar" to allow for a good matching) the later extension to image sets allows a greater variety in an object's appearance as long as it represented well enough in the set. Intuitively, one would expect the cosegmentation segmentation quality to increase the more exemplary images of an object are present in the image set. However, especially in the MRF based solutions complexity will grow non-linear w.r.t. image set size. Moreover, given a large image set sharing a common object it is likely that some subset of it covers the object class' variability well enough. Therefore, when performing large-scale cosegmentation it is reasonable to choose exemplary images from the image set, namely, a subset that covers the class' variability, instead of performing cosegmentation on the complete image set as it is done in literature and the MRF based approaches.
Throughout this work, we will present an approach to overcome this limitation while maintaining state of the art performance.
RELATED WORK
Most of the MRF based solutions introduce a special constraint for foreground similarity and integrate it within the MRF's potentials to obtain a matching across two images instead of segmenting them separately. There are two key components that differ in MRF based cosegmentation approaches: 1) the method used to integrate foreground/ object similarity across the images, and, 2) the optimization procedure used to minimize the corresponding MRF's energy function. Following the notation of (Vicente et al., 2010) , the MRF's energy function is denoted as
where x p and x q denote the pixel labelling x (i.e., x ∈ {0, 1} for foreground/ background), w p the unary weight, w pq the weight for pairwise labelling smoothness, λ the similarity weight, and h 1,2 being histograms containing (arbitrarily chosen) information about the foreground of the two images. Hereby, approaches (e.g., (Rother et al., 2006; Mukherjee et al., 2009; Hochbaum and Singh, 2009) ) differ in the way how the similarity term E global is modelled and what optimization procedure is used.
Solving the cosegmentation problem using MRFs is a reasonable approach and yields good results w.r.t. segmentation quality. However, computational costs can be rather high. Furthermore, the complexity increases non-linearly with increasing image set size, e.g., when using the Boykov-Jolly model (Boykov and Jolly, 2001) . Adding a new image to the set of images the complete Expectation-Maximization algorithm needs to be rerun to cope with new background and foreground information. Either way, the power of MRF based solutions lies in the modelling of the class similarity as well as in the pairwise potentials used for its formulation and, subsequently, impacts the choice of how to perform energy minimization and, hence, performance.
(Approximative) k -Nearest Neighbour Approaches
Recently, cosegmentation approaches based on different variants of the so called PatchMatch (PM) algorithm (Barnes et al., 2009; Barnes et al., 2010) have been proposed. The PM algorithm was not explicitly developed for cosegmentation tasks but is indeed of great benefit since it provides approximative k Nearest Neighbour Fields (akNNF) within reasonably short time. The algorithm avoids the high costs of finding exact NNFs using exhaustive minimization but rather exploits the fact that it is possible to find suitable matches randomly and propagate those matches around a certain spatial neighbourhood of the original match. Regarding object cosegmentation, the idea to propagate good matches to a certain neighbourhood is indeed plausible since (at least in many natural images) coherence is believed to be a crucial property. Zhang et al. were among the first to propose a labelling approach based on the PatchMatch algorithm. Therefore, they compute the dense correspondence field over an image pair and use the resulting akNNF as grounds for label transfer from an already labelled ground truth image set. Similarly, the work by (Faktor and Irani, 2012; Faktor and Irani, 2013) exploits the PM algorithm to find co-occurring regions across images and then performs label transfer on the basis of previously computed region hypothesis called "Soup of Segments".
Moreover, (Gould and Zhang, 2012) proposed a new method based on the idea of the PM algorithm to overcome the limitation that the PM algorithm was only capable of processing image pairs instead of arbitrarily sized image sets. Furthermore, they perform matching on over-segmentations of images instead of using pixels and modified the PM algorithm for a graph based representation. Formally, they define the PatchMatchGraph (PMG) over images I as a directed Graph G(I) = V, E , where nodes u ∈ V represent patches of image i ∈ I and edges (u, v) ∈ E represent matches between patches. Using this representation, they furthermore extended the original idea of pair correspondence for image sets including more than two images. Therefore, they exploit the idea that if image 1 has a good match with 2 and image 2 matches well with image 3 then it is likely that there is a good match between images 1 with image 3.
PatchMatch based approaches, in contrast to MRF based ones, are not image set size sensitive as they converge reasonably fast and can be extended to cope with large-scale image sets (Gould and Zhang, 2012; Gould et al., 2014) . However, a drawback of purely PM based approaches is poor labelling w.r.t. to label smoothness.
METHODS

Overview
Reviewing related work in the field of object cosegmentation it becomes evident that existing approaches often lack practical applicability. Usually, increased segmentation quality comes at the cost of high computational complexity (e.g., dense matching approaches such as in (Rubinstein et al., 2013) or MRF based approaches mentioned in Section 2) and the lack of re-usability of previously computed segmentations, thus, the need to rerun the whole segmentation procedure for all images when a new image is added to the cosegmentation set. To overcome this limitation, our approach divides the image set into reasonable clusters that are believed to represent the object's class variability, thus, we propose an approach to tackle the difficulty to (reasonably) balance computational effort while trying to maintain state of the art performance in object cosegmentation.
Our approach consists of three subsequent steps: First, under the assumption that all images in the image set I share a common foreground object, we create two different sets out of I: 1) a label transferring set (T ) and 2) a label receiving set (R).
Second, we segment the common foreground objects in the images of the smaller set T by using interimage information and label them as foreground and the uncommon as background.
Third, we transfer the labels segmented from T to set R. Figure 1 schematically shows the basic processing pipeline including the three steps.
First
Step: Creating the Label Transferring and the Label Receiving Set
Given the image set I we cluster all images into k clusters using the k-means algorithm on GIST descriptors proposed by (Oliva and Torralba, 2001 ). Since k is unknown, we repeatedly cluster the images with increasing k (k = 2, 3, ..., k max ) 100 times, where k max = (0.1 · |I|) . To select an appropriate k several common internal validity indices can be evaluated. For the sake of simplicity, we choose the intra-cluster homogeneity for selecting k. Therefore, the k with the smallest resulting error sum of squares averaged over the k clusters is chosen by a majority voting scheme. For every k cluster centres resulting from the kmeans clustering we now add the corresponding n nearest neighbours including the centre to the label transferring set T . The number of nearest images n is chosen such that n = max( (0.3 · |I|)/k , 5). Finally, the label receiving set R is generated to contain all remaining elements of I that are not in the label transferring set T , i.e., R = I \ T .
Parameter Assumptions
The clustering helps to ensure that the set from which the labels will later be transferred covers more object variability than we might have when T is chosen randomly. Furthermore, setting n to at least 5 ensures that there are enough similar images per cluster in T to successfully apply the common foreground segmentation in the next step.
Second Step: Common Foreground Segmentation
Given the images in T that share a common foreground, we now extract the region-based contrast (RC) (Cheng et al., 2011) providing a saliency image quantized into 256 values. We now binarize the image setting all salient values to 1 and the rest to 0. As a result we obtain a binarized saliency mask that is used to regularize the region in this image in which an akNNF is created using the PatchMatch based method (please see (Gould and Zhang, 2012; Gould et al., 2014) for more details) to avoid regions that contain most likely background information. Step (blue), and Third
Step (black).
Over-Segmentation
In contrast to (Gould et al., 2014) we decided to use Ultrametric Contour Maps (UCM) (Arbelaez, 2006) instead of multi-level superpixel segmentations such as SLIC (Achanta et al., 2012) to reduce the amount of regions that need to be processed later on. Hereby, segments are hierarchically merged following an ultrametric inequality equation and, in contrast to SLIC, purely data-driven merged without any compactness prior (see Figure 2 for an example).
Region Descriptor
For each region extracted from the UCMs, the same (and commonly used) features as in (Gould et al., 2014) were chosen to describe a region's appearance:
A modified HOG descriptor by (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010) with reduced dimensionality (13 dimensions), concatenated Shannon entropy from the RGB colour histograms (256 bins each) (3 dimensions), and Local Binary Patterns (Ojala et al., 1996; Ojala et al., 2002 ) (4 dimensions). We furthermore add the Local Self Similarity descriptor proposed by (Shechtman and Irani, 2007) . Therefore, for each pixel p ∈ I of the image I a small patch around p is extracted and compared to the adjacent region within radius r. This comparison then yields the correlation surface and its values are transferred into (log)-polar bins. The number of bins for each histogram is the fourth parameter (the other three being the original patch size, the size of the neighbouring regions, and the angles controlling the number of circular sectors) to be chosen and, because we are binning in log-polar coordinates, it represents the number of evenly spaced radii in logpolar domain. To form the descriptor, the highest correlation in each of the obtained histograms is chosen. Here, we use the standard parameters using 4 bins, 4 circular sectors, and patch size of 5x5 yielding a 16-dimensional vector.
As in (Gould et al., 2014) , after concatenating the feature vectors, the region descriptor is enriched with the location (x and y) of the region's centroid as well as its respective area. Moreover, to account for spatial neighbours of the region, the mean and standard deviation of the features of the four neighbouring regions are appended. Finally, averaging the features across and taking the standard deviation over all pixels within the region, yields the overall descriptor (see (Gould et al., 2014) for further details).
Creating the Label Transfer Graph
Creating the label transfer graph closely follows the work of (Gould et al., 2014 ) to whom we refer for a detailed description and a very good implementation (Gould, 2012) of the PatchMatch based Graph Label Transfer. Nonetheless, we will briefly explain the key concept for the sake of clarity:
Each image in T is now regularized by its corresponding RC saliency map and a hierarchical oversegmentation using UCMs is extracted. Furthermore, for each resulting region in each UCM layer, a region descriptor is computed as described above. Following the notation of (Gould et al., 2014) , the images in T are now represented as a graph G(V, E), where the nodes u ∈ V represent UCM regions, the edges (u, v) ∈ E represent a connection/ match between two regions, and x u the feature vector associated with region u.
The goal is to find similarities, thus, to find the k nearest neighbours for each region. I.e., the following minimization problem has to be solved (Gould et al., 2014) minimize
subject to ∀u ∈ V :
where d(u, v) denotes the distance between two regions described by their corresponding feature vectors.
The first constraint hereby enforces that k nearest neighbours are computed for each region, the second constraint forbids edges between regions of the same image, and the last constraint is used to enforce solution diversity, that is, each of the k nearest neighbours is located on a different image. Please note, that the aforementioned parameter k for the number of nearest neighbours is different from the parameter k of the clustering step.
Since it is costly to perform an optimization of Equation 2, instead of computing exact matches, the problem is relaxed to find (approximate) nearest neighbours which is done by the modified version of the generalized PatchMatch algorithm introduced by (Gould and Zhang, 2012) .
To provide an overview of the steps involved in finding an approximative solution for Equation 2 the basic idea of each step is outlined below. A more detailed explanation can be found in the original work of (Gould and Zhang, 2012) . In our case, we are interested in finding the 10 (approximative) nearest neighbours for each given region due to empirical evaluations given by (Gould et al., 2014 ).
• Initialization: During the initialization phase of the PM algorithm, a random Nearest Neighbour Field is set up, thus, the respective regions are given random correspondence assignments that account for the constraints in Equation 2. This step is only performed once and the following steps are repeated until some halting criteria is met.
• Propagation: Given good assignments from the initialization step or from the previous iteration, the algorithm will propagate these assignments to neighbouring pixels if the region is coherent. That is, on even iterations the algorithm will try to propagate the assignment to the left and top of the respective pixel in an attempt to improve the respective neighbouring matches and on odd iterations to the right and bottom. However, the new assignment will only be propagated if the error is smaller than the one previously assigned.
• Decaying Search: Designed to avoid getting stuck in locally optimal solutions, in this step, given a (good) match between two nodes (u, v), the algorithm randomly samples patches around an exponentially decaying neighbourhood of v to eventually find better matches. Here, the number of iterations is set to 500.
• Forward Enrichment: This step is designed to propagate (good) matches along the image set. The idea was already described above, thus, given (good) matches (u, v) and (v, w) the edge (u, w) is believed to be a (good) match as well.
• Local Search: During this step, the algorithm tries to find a better matching node v in the neighbourhood of v given a (good) match (u, v).
• Inverse Enrichment: Originally introduced by the PatchMatch extension of (Barnes et al., 2010) which is based on the idea that, given a (good) match (w, u) it is likely that there is also a good match (u, w). Thus, if an edge (w, u) is added then (u, w) is added as well if not already present.
• Exhaustive Search: This can be used as an initialization for the matches. Therefore, for a few patches of an image it searches exhaustively for k nearest neighbours of this patch (in different images). Though this step is rather expensive, it only has to be done for a small number of patches so that the move-steps above are provided with a sufficiently good initialization and, hence, will not get stuck in far from optimal solutions. Here, the number of iterations is set to 500.
• Halting Criteria: Iterating through the propagation and search step, the algorithm halts either after (soft) convergence, thus, if no assignments change over a period of some iterations or after a fix number of iterations.
After the approximation has converged we proceed to extract the binary masks based on the RC saliency maps with lowest matching costs and define them as the common foreground.
Finally, to obtain the overall object cosegmentations of the images in T we apply GrabCut (Rother et al., 2004) based on three inputs for model generation for each image in T : The foreground model taken from the binary mask with lowest matching costs, the background model taken from the inverted largest binarized RC mask (mentioned in the first paragraph of this section), and a "possible" foreground model for all other pixels that are neither labelled background nor foreground. As a result we now have a common foreground (object) / background segmentation for each image in T .
After the graph is set up, a metric learning approach is performed to estimate the metric that minimizes the distance between UCM regions sharing a common label while maintaining large distance for regions that do not share a common label (Gould et al., 2014) . This is done exhaustively until convergence.
Third Step: Label Transfer
Similarly to the previous steps in 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3 we set up a second graph for the label receiving set R, thus, we perform the UCM over-segmentation and compute the feature vector as described above for each image in R. Note that in this case we do not need to extract the saliency maps, since we are now interested to transfer the label knowledge from set T to the new image data in R.
To do this, the approximative optimization of Equation 2 is now repeated after both graphs (the label transferring and the label receiving) are merged with the additional restriction, that edges between regions of the label receiving images are forbidden.
After the approximation has converged, the labels are then transferred by a majority vote of the akNNs, thus, for every pixel in every image of R all found nearest neighbours of its enclosing UCM regions are evaluated and, if the majority of its regions are labelled as common foreground, the corresponding label (1) is assigned to this pixel and vice versa.
Processing To handle non-smooth labelling when using UCMs instead of superpixels, again, a GrabCut is used to smooth the results.
RESULTS AND EVALUATION
Contrarily to other cosegmentation approaches we refrained from testing our approach against the commonly used iCoseg dataset (Batra et al., 2010 ) since on average, there are only around 17 images per class which, due to the small set size, we consider inappropriate for our approach. More importantly, our approach tries to find exemplary images that describe the object class' variability reasonably well but on the iCoseg dataset most of the images share the very same object with sometimes even the same backgrounds and viewing conditions. However, we tested our approach on a compiled version of the MSRC (Microsoft Research Cambridge) dataset by (Rubinstein et al., 2013) . This compiled version of MSRC consists of 14 classes containing around 30 images each and was also benchmarked by (Rubinstein et al., 2013) against the methods of (Joulin et al., 2010) and (Joulin et al., 2012) . It has to be stressed that even on this dataset there are way too few different object images to represent the class variability well. A more appropriate dataset for our case of object cosegmentation using only a few images to represent a whole object class is BigSet provided by (Rubinstein et al., 2013) . The set includes three classes each containing 100 images retrieved by querying an image search using Microsoft's search engine Bing. This set is particularly interesting since its corresponding object instances are highly diverse. Therefore, we hypothesized that we can compete with the current state of the art of (Rubinstein et al., 2013) .
We measured the segmentation quality according to the related work, i.e. using the average precision (although it is a flawed measure on this kind of problems due to foreground/ background imbalance) as well as the Jaccard Coefficient.
As can be seen in Table 1 our method performed worse than (Rubinstein et al., 2013) but outperformed (Joulin et al., 2010; Joulin et al., 2012) in almost all classes. The results are not surprising because we implicitly assume some kind of object appearance redundancy when extracting the n neighbours out of k clusters for cosegmentation, and often, 30 images are insufficient to capture an object class' variability. However, our approach performed reasonably well and in the magnitude of related work. Table 2 shows results for the BigSet. Although the method by (Rubinstein et al., 2013) clearly outperformed our approach on MSRC we managed to get slightly better averaged results on this data set. For the Airplane100 class our approach found k = 7 clusters and extracted n = 5 images each. Thus, |T | = 35 images/ objects provided enough (and the right) information to label the rest of the images appropriately. For Car100 |T | = 45 with k = 9 and n = 5 were automatically found and used to perform label transfer. Finally, for Horse100 the algorithm only found k = 3 clusters with n = 9 images each, a fact we do not be- lieve corresponds well with the visual object variability seen in the Horse100 set.
For visual comparison Figure 3 shows some example segmentations compared to (Rubinstein et al., 2013; Joulin et al., 2012; Joulin et al., 2010) .
CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
In this work we have presented an unsupervised object cosegmentation approach that overcomes certain limitations that other state-of-the-art methods exhibit. We have shown, that most of the current methods based on MRFs or dense (exact) correspondences are limited by the fact that they cannot leverage knowledge to new images that need to be segmented.
Our approach is capable of object cosegmentation yielding state-of-the-art performance while being scalable to larger image sets and using less information to infer labels on yet unseen images. Our results indicate that carefully choosing representative object class clusters that account for the object class' intrinsic variability can compensate for information that needs to be present when cosegmentation is performed over a whole image set. We do note, however, that the current choice of the transfer set T is based on simple assumptions about global image statistics that might not work for images on which the common foreground is among other objects or on very cluttered background. Furthermore, the results are promising and we plan to test our approach on larger image sets incorporating dynamic updating of the transfer set T when images are added to the set one after the other.
